PRESS RELEASE

CREATION OF THE TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION OF DTT EDITORS

France Télévisions, Altice Media, TF1, M6, NRJ, L'Équipe, Arte and Canal+ groups announce they join together to create the Technical Association of DTT Editors (L’Association Technique des Editeurs de la TNT: ATET). The purpose of the association is to enhance and promote the interests of the channels with a technical key-issue in regards with the development and the modernisation of the digital terrestrial platform.

For this reason, the new association has just responded to "CSA's public consultation that was completed on 10 March 2020. It is prepared to give all assistance or advice it can to public authorities concerned in order to contribute to the development of technical solutions of this field.

*Conseil Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel - French TV and radio regulatory council*
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